Sustainable Driveways
Bioverse System
A sustainable driveway system
which absorbs carbon having
a positive impact on the
environment.
Bioverse matches a range of Marshalls driveway
and paving products making it ideal for driveways,
parking areas, pathways and features.
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How does it work?
The Bioverse system consists of reduced-carbon
concrete modules, specially formulated Bioverse
Grass Seed and a carefully designed sub base.
The elements of the system together create a
hardstanding area which is not only attractive and
hardwearing, but is also a Biosphere which takes
carbon from the atmosphere.
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The Bioverse Paving System becomes carbon neutral
over the life of the driveway, providing the grass is
maintained.
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(Compacted quarry waste or similar
unwashed material of 75mm down
size containing fine soil or loam)
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The Bioverse System
Bioverse:
Interlocking Modules
Bioverse modules
•allowInterlocking
water to travel between the
blocks whilst ensuring structural
stability

Each pack contains two
•different
pebble designs, allowing

a wide variety of laying possibilities

The modules can be used for
•a wide
variety of applications

from driveways and additional car
parking areas to pathways and
soak away areas

Bioverse
Module 1,
Beechwood

Bioverse:
Optimised Grass
Seed
Bioverse seed mixtures are
designed to create a dense,
attractive appearance and are
individually matched to different
growing conditions throughout
the UK. All mixtures have the
ability to absorb CO2 helping
you create a landscape which
becomes carbon neutral over
the life of your driveway.
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Bioverse Seed mixtures are;

responsible,
•withEnvironmentally
high CO2 lock up
Are low growing, reducing
•surface
wear and making them
ideal for Bioverse driveways

Have a slow growth pattern
•so that
the grass requires less
cutting

Have a high plant density, to
•restrict
invasion of weeds and
alien grasses

Area of UK

Seed type

North

Bioverse GN

South

Bioverse GS

East

Bioverse GE

West

Bioverse GW

To order Bioverse Optimised Grass Seed
visit www.rigbytaylor.com
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To find your
nearest Marshalls
Bioverse
stockist or find
a recommended
System
installer, call: 0845 820 5000
Landscape House, Premier Way, Lowfields
Business Park, Elland HX5 9HT
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